Submarine Manufacturer To Add Jobs in RI and CT with New Contract

Submarine manufacturer General Dynamics Electric Boat said it has a positive outlook for 2021, and it plans to add 2,000 jobs in Connecticut and Rhode Island this year. The work will come from contracts totaling $39 billion that include the manufacture of two of the 12 planned Columbia-class ballistic missile submarines and 19 Virginia class submarines, according to WSHU Public Radio.

In November, Electric Boat announced the US Navy had awarded the company a $9.474-billion contract modification option for construction and test of the lead and second ships of the Columbia class, as well as associated design and engineering support.

Planned Construction of Wind Farm Open for Public Comment

This month, public hearings on the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the South Fork Wind Farm are being held. The public has an opportunity to comment on BOEM’s work.

The 15-turbine South Fork Wind Farm, under development by Ørsted (owner of the Block Island Wind Farm), will be built on Cox Ledge 20 to 25 miles southeast of Point Judith, Rhode Island. More information, including the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, instructions for providing comments, and more information on the public meetings is available here. Comments must be submitted by 11:59 PM on February 22, 2021.

Stay up to date on legislative issues through the NSPE Advocacy Center.

New Report: Valuing Professional Licensing
For years, professional associations and regulatory boards lacked hard data that
demonstrated the value of licensing. In 2020, the Alliance for Responsible
Professional Licensing (ARPL) sought to fill that information gap by commissioning
Oxford Economics to help better understand the nuanced impacts of licensing on
professions and trade and vocational occupations. NSPE is a founding member of
ARPL.

The report *Valuing Professional Licensing in the United States*, includes several
key findings:

- **Across all professions and occupations**, licensing is associated with a
  **6.5% average increase in hourly earnings**, even after accounting for the
  job holder’s educational attainment, gender, and racial demographics.

- **Among professionals in technical fields requiring significant education and
  training**, a license narrows the gender-driven wage gap by about one
  third and the race-driven wage gap by about half.

- Those in trade and vocational occupations can expect a **7.1% hourly wage
  increase** after becoming licensed, while those in a profession requiring
  advanced education and training can expect a **3.6% wage increase** after
  becoming licensed.

ARPL will host a **live webinar on February 24, 2021 (3:00 p.m. eastern standard
time)** to review findings and conclusions of the report and share new strategies for
lawmaker outreach. [Register now](#).

---

### Licensing Reform Must Prioritize Public Safety, Says NSPE President

NSPE President Tricia Hatley has once again made the case for keeping public
health, welfare, and safety at the forefront of efforts to reform occupational
licensure and increase mobility.

In a recent column directed to state and local government leaders, Hatley warns of
the risks of implementing one-size-fits-all universal licensure proposals that do not
maintain necessary education and experience standards.

*Most people agree professionals should be allowed to move across state lines and
earn a living with the least cost and hassle possible. Likewise, most people want to
protect the public’s health, safety and welfare by ensuring they are being served by
qualified professionals who have the knowledge, skills and experience for the job.
This is especially true in highly technical, high-impact professions that the Alliance
for Responsible Professional Licensing represents like certified public accountants,*
Here comes the rub: many of the universal licensing proposals being pitched to state lawmakers, including those put forth by the American Legislative Exchange Council and in Arizona, tend to focus exclusively on the first point—improving mobility—while disregarding the second—ensuring standards necessary to protect the public.

In other words, universal licensing mandates don’t consider the critical importance of substantially equivalent requirements between states. Instead, they dictate that states must accept a license issued by any state without regard for, understanding of, or any input in, the underlying minimum competency requirements behind the license.

PEs Can Strengthen Autonomous Vehicle Safety

NSPE is calling on the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration to rely on the expertise of professional engineers and follow recommendations in the Society’s Autonomous Vehicle Policy Guide as part of the federal safety framework for automated driving systems.

In recent public comments, NSPE President Tricia Hatley informed the agency that NSPE is committed to creating a world where the public can be confident that engineering decisions affecting their lives are made by qualified and ethically accountable professionals. NSPE Position Statement No. 03-1772 states that the testing and deployment of AVs must include a professional engineer. The rationale for the position is rooted in a professional engineer’s ethical obligation to protect the public health, safety, and welfare.

The Society also recommends that the NHTSA implement a third-party verification process. A third-party verification process should establish that the ADS technology under review meets a minimal level of safety, as determined by an assessment of risk. This can be done through the submittal of risk assessments audited by a professional engineer who is in responsible charge of the third-party verification process.
To update your e-mail address, visit www.nspe.org and login to manage your account.
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